Place: Harvard, Massachusetts  
Church  
Building: Fellowship Building

Date of Completion

Persons Interested: Mrs. Hammett, Harvard, Mass.  
Price: $300 ($20)

Minister

Architect

Vents

Position in Church: Panel beside the door in the Fellowship Building.

Height from floor: 28 inches  
Protection: Glass  
Groove: Metal  
Rabbet: Wood

Exposure

Inscription: We will m. & May

Design wanted

Staging

Templates

Blueprints

General Information: There is plate glass beside, above and below the window. They like the idea of a simple abstract design in a medium colorful palette, good accents of red and orange, perhaps suggesting a fountain or some upward movement of growth.

1/2" stop beads, from outside.
We have completed our studies of the design for your window in the Church Fellowship Building and are sending you rough color sketches, herewith.

We have devised three arrangements; first, the one we discussed, - the idea of growing forms surging upward, in a manner to suggest the Fountain of Life. Second, a more formal geometric arrangement related to the over-all divisions of that facade; and third, a freer design reminiscent of many modernistic conceptions, for instance the distinguished works of Kandinsky, into which one can readily read their own thoughts and ideas of symbolic meaning.

I think we can carry out any of these ideas in lovely color for the amount suggested, - three hundred dollars.

Of course, the actual transparent color will be much more brilliant and sparkling than we can suggest in the opaque medium.